Flowing with the Dynamics of Change

Sunday October 28, 2018
1:00 - 5:00 PM

Spiritual Arts Center
908 North St. Suite D
Jim Thorpe, PA 18229

Cost: $120
(Includes your own copy of the second edition of Mark’s book, tokens and drawstring bag)
If you already have a copy of Mark’s book the workshop cost is $80.00

If any form of technology is an integral part of your life, you are already a practitioner of the Yijing as all forms of tech are based on the binary system of 0’s and 1’s. The Yijing is the earliest form of binary math as it represents Yin (0’s) with a broken line and Yang (1’s) with solid lines. Imagine, understanding the dynamics of change and the energetics of the Universe!

WORKSHOP TOPICS:
• Yin/Yang History, Theory,
• The Eight Trigrams (Meditations)
• The Yijing as an Oracle
• How to consult the Yijing
• Qigong Exercises (time permitting)

We will be doing group readings in addition to learning exercises and meditations to achieve the proper state to approach this most Ancient of Oracles.

To Register:
visit: www.readingsbyroseann.com
email: rtangelreadings@gmail.com
call: 570.926.0630